Warming caused the deluge
11,000 years ago, sustainable global warming set in, as previously unknown in
recent geological history. A marked jump in temperature within a very short time
caused huge inland ice masses to melt rapidly. A rapid rise in sea level, a wetter
climate with increased rainfall and the occurrence of cyclones were the
consequences - all prerequisites for a catastrophic weather disaster of huge
proportions, namely the deluge. By Heinz Blum
Figure 1
The figure shows an enlarged thin section image of five samples cut out of an ice core in the
longitudinal direction. The drilling took place in the up to 3000 meter thick ice sheet Greenland,
in which the precipitation of the last about 200,000 years, which can be counted like tree rings,
are frozen. The detail shown here comes from a depth of 2852 meters; the age of the material
is calculated to be 130,000 years. The five ice samples, lined up in length, correspond to a
period of a few hundred years. The grain of the ice, which can be detected under certain light,
provides information about the temperature conditions prevailing at that time, with coarse
grains suggesting a warm, while fine, a cold period.
The different grain size of the samples shows a marked temperature change within a few
decades. Such a dramatic climate change also occurred around 9000 BC. when, within about 50
years, a global warming of about seven degrees Celsius took place, which led to the Flood
around 8500 BCE.
Figure 2
The excavations of Tell Abu Huraira on the Euphrates in northern Syria revealed dwellings as far
back as the first half of the 9th millennium BC. were used; above it, over a layer of deposits up
to two meters thick - created by huge floods - were built of adobe walls of the time around
8000 BC.
The earliest mudbricks discovered in the Near East date back to around 8300 BC. be dated.
They are the first testimonies of the communally thinking and acting 'new man' who replaced
the Stone Age hunter after the Flood. He was the first to cultivate agriculture, livestock and
fishing, was settled and built settlements.
Figure 3
After millennium-old tradition reed hut settlement of the Shiite Sumpfaraber built at the lower
course of Euphrates and Tigris. The first settlements of the 'new people' who had come after
the Flood may have existed from similar huts.
Large flooding has occurred repeatedly since the last ice age. One of them - the Flood - had a
particularly huge size; we have received a multitude of traditions about it. The best known are
the Sumerian-Babylonian Epic of Gilgamesh and the Bible's flood report, both of which have
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emerged independently of each other, while witnessing the same event. The Yahwist wrote in
the 10th century BC:
All the drone of the sea broke open, and the floodgates of the sky opened, and the rain
poured upon the earth, forty days and days for forty nights. (Genesis 7: 11f.)
According to the Yahwist's report, the Flood cleared the way for a new man, who was settled,
and livestock and arable farms. Consequently, the biblical name of the first of these new people
means - noah - 'settle down'. This is not about the legends and legends with which a fanatical
priesthood after the Babylonian Exile (passage of passage P) has adorned, distorted and
rendered inedible the testimony of the Yahwist - after all, it had flooded the whole world to the
highest peaks and from all species on earth know a couple taken on board an ark! It's not about
such fantasies; Rather, it is about the scientific proof of the traditional Flood, as it is possible
today thanks to modern techniques.
The finds of earliest sunburnt clay tiles in the Middle East, which date back to 8300 BC. are also
the first settlement certificates of the settled man (see Fig. 2). In this time also traces of first
agriculture fall in Mesopotamien, which could be dated with the C-14-Methode. Genetic
research confirms Mesopotamia as the origin of new humans. (For more details, see MUSEION
2000, Issue 4/1993, "When, How, and Where Man Learned to Speak.") In addition, scientific
research shows shortly before that time - around 11000 BC. - Significant changes that indicate a
major flood. Signs are multiple in nature.
Revolutionary change in the Earth's climate about 11000 years ago
Due to the existence of ice drilling in the area of the highest elevation of the Greenland Ice
Sheet (3238 m above sea level), which reached around 3,000 meters down to the rocks,
statements about the climate of the last 87,000 years have become possible today (for longer
periods) the data still too unclear). As a result of the low temperatures prevailing in Greenland as well as in the Antarctic - every new snow blanket lays as a new layer over an existing one. As
soon as the new layer ices up, the atmospheric particles it contains are also bound to it. This
can be used to deduce the climate of the past (Fig. 1).
An important atmosphere particle here is the oxygen. It occurs most frequently with the
relative atomic mass 16 (16O), but in about 500 times smaller concentration it also occurs in a
somewhat heavier form, namely than 18O. Since the concentration of 18O in deposited ice, in
simplified terms, is temperature-dependent, In polar ice, long-term hot or cold periods can be
detected. Therefore, it can be said that the last ice age was not a continuous cold period, but
was interrupted again and again by heat periods. In contrast, there has been a striking
temperature stability at high heat level for about 11000 years. This is confirmed by
measurements of the electrical conductivity to which the cores of the Greenland ice sheet were
subjected. These measurements are based, among other things, on different accumulations of
dust in the ice sheets; because in cold weather much more dust (especially loose) was blown
onto glaciers by glacier winds than in warm periods. These deposits of ice in the ice greatly
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change the electrical conductivity of the ice, and from this it is possible to deduce the duration
of the cold periods. In addition, summer and winter can be distinguished with this
measurement method, which means that the individual years can be counted. The recordable
time span of the climate table is thus exceeded by a multiple of what is possible through the
dendrochronology (age determination by tree ring analysis).
Investigations of deposits (sediments) of several meters of thickness, which were lifted with
deep-sea drilling from the Atlantic west of Ireland, show a similar picture of the temperature
conditions of yesteryear as the ice cores of Greenland: The plankton-living, cold-loving
Kammerling Neogloboquadrina pachyderma, a unicellular Lime-housing creatures are, in
contrast to the past, virtually absent from this area over the past 10,000 to 11,000 years. An ice
drilling in the Antarctic revealed a similar picture to that in Greenland; however, the last ice age
did not show such strong short-term temperature fluctuations here. Perhaps this is due to the
temperature-balancing effect of the sea, since the southern hemisphere, in contrast to the
northern hemisphere, has a much larger share of marine areas.
All studies provide a common result: For about 11000 years, warmer climatic conditions are
consistently present. Around 11000 BC In addition, there was an exceptionally high
temperature rise of seven degrees Celsius in the earth's history within about 50 years. Recent
investigations on the cores of the Greenland ice allow a period for this warming of even only 10
years due to the dust concentrations. The reasons for this rapid warming are currently not
clear; but the summer temperatures must have been at least as high then today.
This led to a rapid and lasting melting of the large inland ice sheets. It is estimated that the ice
masses once covered one third of today's landmass in their largest dimension, that is to say,
about 45 million square kilometers, which is more than four times the area of Europe. As far as
can be seen so far, the icing ran simultaneously on all continents of the northern and southern
hemisphere. In the last ice age, the Eurasian ice sheet pushed south into the areas of Northern
Ireland, northern England, northern central Europe and large parts of Russia. In the north of
America, the ice cover covered approximately the area of today's Canada and Alaska and was
connected with the Greenland ice. Many mountains of Central Asia, the Caucasus, the Alps, but
also large parts of the Andean region in South America were iced. The huge ice sheets formed
because the snow line fell by an average of 800-1000 meters and a large part of the
precipitation that had fallen as snow grew to ice and was thus deprived of the water cycle. As a
result, sea levels worldwide dropped by around 100 meters.
By the 9000 BC. As a result of the aforementioned increase in temperature, huge volumes of
water have been released, and the climate has become much wetter both in the tropics and in
the polar regions. This can be demonstrated by various geological investigations:
An average of twice as much precipitation was found on the drilled out Greenland ice at that
time. Investigations on tropical peat deposits in southern India also confirm an increase in
humidity for that period. In the Antarctic Ocean, too, this can be stated: embedded nitrogen
dioxide, a gas that is an indicator of a so-called greenhouse climate, was emitted at about 9,000
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B.C. in significantly higher concentration than before.
The masses of water released by the rapid warming caused a rapid rise in sea level. With the
help of the so-called Warvenchronologie, that is, the counting of clay layers that had deposited
in stagnant water (more on this in MUSEION 2000, Issue 3/1993, p. 44), the penetration of the
Atlantic waters in the area of today's Baltic Sea was about 8500 BC dated.
The effects of global warming in the Middle East
During the last ice age, the sea level was - as mentioned - about 100 meters lower than today:
The Nile accordingly flowed about 50 kilometers north of the present delta shore in the
Mediterranean. Around 9000 BC The sea penetrated ever further into the land area of the
delta, because the river deposits could not keep up with the rapid rise of the sea level. Only
when the rise of the sea from about 7000 BC. slowed down, the Nile deposits were enough to
let the coast, which was now much further inland compared to the present one, gradually grow
northward again. Around 5000 BC At the time, it was populated by agricultural people
compared to the present-day small Nile delta (see MUSEION 2000, Issue 6/1993, pp. 19f.), first
at its southern edge in what is today Cairo, later further north.
A well in Fao at the mouth of the Shatt el-Arab on the Persian Gulf revealed a similar picture to
lower Mesopotamia as in the Nile delta: around 9000 BC. The sea penetrated for the first time
since the last ice age on the current shoreline in the direction of Mesopotamia. but this at a
lower level, since then deposits were made by the Mesopotamian streams over it. The graphical
record of the Persian Gulf's sea heights over the last 12,000 years, based on the results of
various researchers, also shows that the sea level did not increase evenly, but the increase took
place in spurts. In the period around 9000 BC. can be a smaller and for the time around 8500
BC. a larger thrust of about 10 meters notice.
Such a large increase in a relatively short time cannot be explained solely by the accelerated
melting of the ice masses, but moreover accompanying events must have taken place. Giant
inland lakes, jammed by massive ice masses, flowed into the sea as super floods after melting
ice barriers. Such an inland lake, which was in the interior of North America, evidently flowed in
the 9th millennium BC over the area of today's St. Lawrence into the Atlantic. At that time
several such super floods could have occurred within a short period of time.
The deluge - a huge storm
Around 8500 BC. The sea level rose, as I said, particularly strong. Due to the much wetter and
warmer climate, cyclones were more frequent - one can understand this today with computer
model calculations. The belt of the humid summer monsoon was then much more northern
than it is today. As a result of such a hurricane, a devastating flood from the Arabian Sea must
have reached the Persian Gulf and afflicted Mesopotamia. Over the mountains northeast and
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north of Mesopotamia large amounts of rainwater were released by long-lasting and productive
continuous rain, which then caused large floods.
In Tell Abu Huraira on the Euphrates River in present-day northern Syria, excavations show that
the town was built around the 10th and 9th millennium BC. or maybe hunters used to visit it as
a storage place. They lived in pits, which were makeshiftly protected by means of irregularly set
posts and probably a thatched roof (see Fig. 2). It was ambushed the game, which arrived in the
area in April and May from the south, threw his boys and moved until the end of summer again
south to present-day East Jordan. The goiter gazelle (Gazella subgutturosa) was the hunter's
main prey of Abu Huraira. He drove whole gazelle flocks into circular, large stone traps with
funnel-shaped stone walls and then slaughtered them there.
Around 8500 BC. ends the trail of the hunters of Abu Huraira. They had probably arrived there
as usual in April or May for the Gazelle Hunt, which they operated into the summer. At some
point during this time the deluge broke over them, and they all perished; because then there is
no sign of human life. A raid by other hunters is excluded; because they would not have missed
it, to continue the gazelle hunting itself. Like the hunters of Abu Huraira, the other Stone Age
hunters seem to have fared in the lowlands of Mesopotamia-they all drowned in the great
flood.
The Mesopotamia, however, did not remain uninhabited for a long time. At the foot of the
Kabir Kuh, the mountain rising on the eastern edge of the Euphrates and Tigris plains, the man
who had survived the Flood soon settled down. Unhindered by the Stone Age hunters, who had
hunted not only animals but also humans, he dared to settle down in the fertile plain and to
practice agriculture, livestock and fishing. These settlers, who initially built only small
settlements with reed mats, as they are still found today (see Fig. 3), and later the first real
houses with rectangular mud-brick walls, were the first peasants in history. They grew crops
and legumes and kept small herds of gazelles, sheep and goats. So they were not hunters, but
hunters. This type of human being, called "new man" in ancient studies, who replaced the
Stone Age hunter, was the founder of agriculture; From Mesopotamia the peasantry spread
over the following millennia over Asia Minor (before 7000 BC), the Balkans (around 6500 BC)
and Central Europe (around 5500 BC) to Ireland and Scandinavia (around 4000 BC) .chr.). It was
only the flood that evidently helped this 'new man' and thus the development of agriculture to
break through. Without the Flood as a 'breather' in history, the Stone Age hunters would
probably have the upper hand for a long time.
Today, the Flood can be scientifically explained and dated from the climatic peculiarities of that
time. There is no need to resort to fantastic theories or to remain in iron skepticism, but to
adhere to the current state of scientific research.
The origin of the Word 'deluge'
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The Middle and Old High German term for 'deluge' was still - before the insertion of the sliding
tone t - sinvluot. The prefix sin derives from Celtic and means 'constantly violent', which once
was synonymous with 'sinful' or 'sin', as the English sin, which derives from the Anglo Celtic, still
shows.
The sound form sün is found again in Greek syn, which goes back to the older xyn, which means
'together' and originally meant an accumulation of Su or Chu, of predatory donkey or horse
nomads.
The original meaning of tide (vluot) is 'flow', 'flowing', as is evident from the counterparts ebb
and ebbing, and it is recognizable, for example, in the phrase 'the floods of the Rhine'. 'Flood'
thus means in the original meaning a 'flood that hit the Su'. In fact, according to the testimony
of history, the flood area of Mesopotamia, which was still a huge swamp and moor area and
where many Su stayed, was plagued by the deluge.
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